
Lumen® Dedicated Internet Access
Connect your business to the cloud and beyond with lightning speed

Connect your business with Lumen®      
Dedicated Internet Access to benefit from:
• Minimized network hops for a high-quality connection 

with speed and resiliency
• Localized private peering with private interconnects to 

maximize performance
• Flexible range of bandwidth options, access methods 

and self- service tools to maintain visibility
• Simplified pricing and billing options (flat-rate, usage 

based and aggregate) and easy processes for scaling 
bandwidth as business needs change

• Dedicated (not shared) connectivity that is always full 
speed at all hours of the day

• A secure Internet with 24/7 dedicated security 
monitoring and mitigation

• Uptime SLAs for peace of mind 

Offer, example rates, services and speeds may not be available in your area. Rates and offer exclude all applicable taxes, fees and surcharges. Offer 
available to eligible business customers and requires purchase of new eligible services at a minimum of five qualifying Lumen serviceable locations in 
the continental United States only with a signed 36-month term agreement. Early termination fees will apply as set forth in customer’s agreement. Offers 
cannot be combined with other promotions or offers and may require customer credit approval and deposit. Lumen may change, cancel, or substitute 
offers and services, or vary them by service area at its sole discretion without notice. Listed speeds vary due to conditions outside of network control, 
including customer location, equipment, access through a wireless connection, and are not guaranteed. See lumen.com/InternetPolicy for additional network 
performance information. Offer available for a limited time only. Additional restrictions, terms and conditions apply.

Services not available everywhere. Business customers only. Lumen may change, cancel or substitute products and services, 
or vary them by service area at its sole discretion without notice. ©2020 Lumen Technologies. All Rights Reserved.
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Get simplified pricing for high performance 
connectivity
Getting your business connected with Lumen 
Dedicated Internet access has never been easier.  
We have simplified pricing so it’s easy for you to 
see the menu of options and choose what’s best for 
your business. And you can accelerate your savings 
when you add other qualifying Lumen services.

Here are examples of the rates you can get for 100 
Mbps of Dedicated Internet Access:

• $900 per month at off-net locations 
• Accelerate your savings to as low as $625 per month 

at off-net locations when you add other qualifying 
services such as on-net access or SD-WAN

All pricing includes free installation and requires minimum of 5 qualifying 

locations with a 36-month agreement.

Contact your Lumen account 
representative today to see how we 
can accelerate your savings with simple 
pricing for Dedicated Internet Access and 
other Lumen services.


